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Abstract.
Let /: X -* A be the canonical mapping from the irreducible and
nonsingular surface X to its Albanese variety A, X(n) the «-fold symmetric product
of X, and Hx the punctual Hubert scheme parameterizing O-dimensional closed
subschemes of length n on X. The latter is an irreducible and nonsingular variety of
dimension In, and the "Hilbert-Chow" morphism a„: Hx -> X(n) is a birational
map which desingularizes X(n). Let/„: X(n) -» A denote the map induced by/by
addition on A. This paper studies the singularities of the composite morphism

<p„:Hx°lx(n)^A,
which is a natural generalization of the mapping C(n) -> J, where C is an irreducible
and nonsingular curve and J is its Jacobian. Unlike the latter, however, <pnneed not
be smooth for n > 0. We prove that q>„is smooth for « » 0 only if /: X -» A is
smooth (Theorem 3), and over C we prove the converse (Theorem 4). In case X = A

is an abelian surface, we show <pnis smooth for n prime to the characteristic
(Theorem 5), and give a counterexample to smoothness for all « (Theorem 6). We
exhibit a connection (over Q between singularities of tp„ and generalized Weierstrass
points of X (Theorem 9).
Our method is as follows: We first show that the singularities of <p„are the zeros of
certain holomorphic 1-forms on Hx which are the "symmetrizations" of holomorphic 1-forms on X. We then study "symmetrized differentials" and their zeros on H'x
(Theorems 1,2). Our method works for curves C as well; we give an alternative proof
of a result of Mattuck and Mayer [10, p. 226] which shows that the zeros of
symmetrized differentials onC(n) represent (for C complete nonsingular) the special
divisors of degree n on C.

Introduction. Let /: C -» J be the canonical map from the complete nonsingular
curve C to its Jacobian J. Much of the classical theory of curves can be expressed in
terms of the induced map/„: C(n) -> J, where C(n) is the n-fold symmetric product
of C: The fibers of fn are projective spaces which represent the complete linear
systems of degree n on C; the Riemann-Roch theorem (for positive divisors)
computes the dimensions of these fibers for all n > 0. The special divisors of degree
n are represented on C(n) by the singularities of /„; in particular, the nonexistence of
special divisors of degree > 2g — 2 (g — genus of C) is equivalent to the smoothness of /„ for n > 2g — 2. The Weierstrass points of C are those points P E C for
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which the divisor gP is special, i.e., the point on C(g) representing gP is a singularity
of /„. And so on. In this paper, we study a natural higher dimensional analogue of
the mapping fn. (Note: we work over an algebraically closed ground field k, of
arbitrary characteristic except where noted.)
Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular projective variety of dimension d > 1,
and/: X -» A the canonical map from X to its Albanese variety A. The induced map
/„: X(n) -> A is an analogue of C(n) -» J, but since X(n) has singularities and C(n)
does not, the analogy is imperfect. However, when A is a surface, the punctual
Hilbert scheme Hx provides a natural desingularization of X(n); it is an irreducible
and nonsingular complete variety of dimension 2n whose points represent the closed
subschemes of X having Hilbert polynomial n. By associating to each such subscheme Z the 0-cycle 2ri=xniPj, where {Px,.. .,Pr} = Supp Z and n, is the length of
Z at Pj, we get a birational map

a„:Hx^X(n)
(the " Hilbert-Chow" morphism), which is an isomorphism over the smooth (offdiagonal) locus of X(n) [3].
We therefore study the composite morphism
"n

/»

<p„:Hx-*X(n)^A;
since Hç — C(n) [8], <p„is a natural generalization of/,: C(n) -* J. An earlier paper
[6] studied the fibers of tp„, and an analogue of "Riemann's theorem" was proved:
all the fibers of <p„are irreducible and of dimension 2n — q, for n » 0 (q = dim A).
This paper studies the singularities of <p„.Guessing from the case of curves, we began
the work in an attempt to answer the following
Question. Is (¡p„smooth for n » 0. (And if not, where not?) We will see that the
answer is, in general, no.
Our basic method for studying singularities of tpnis this: We first observe that the
singularities of <pnare the zeros of certain holomorphic 1-forms on Hx, which arise
by a process of "symmetrization"
from holomorphic 1-forms on X. We therefore
study "symmetrized differentials" with an eye toward finding their zeros; Theorems
1 (§3) and 2 (§4) are the main results in this direction. (We do not quote the
theorems here since their precise statements require extensive preparations.) For
curves C, the problem of determining the zeros of symmetrized differentials on
Hç = C(n) can be completely solved. The result ((4),§1) appears in a paper of
Mattuck and Mayer [10] on the Riemann-Roch theorem for curves. Our methods
work for curves as well as for surfaces, and we give an alternative proof of this
result, which is the prototype of the kind of result we hoped to achieve for surfaces.
We now discuss the structure and contents of the paper in more detail. In §1 we
define symmetrized differentials and establish their connection with the singularities
of <p„.§§2 and 3 are devoted to the formulation and proof of Theorem 1; §2 contains
preliminaries on tangent bundles (especially the tangent bundle of Hx), and §3
contains the proof of Theorem 1, as well as some other basic results concerning
symmetrized differentials. In §4 we use the "linear determinant"
[8] to prove
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Theorem 2; in tandem, Theorems 1 and 2 allow us in certain cases to find zeros of
symmetrized differentials, essentially by direct computation.
In §5, we make four applications of Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain the principal
results of the paper. Application 1 contains our alternative proof of (4) for curves. In
Application 2, we answer the question concerning smoothness of <pnfor n » 0 raised
above. We prove
Theorem 3. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface for which the Albanese
mapping f: X -» A is not smooth. Then for n = r(r + l)/2, r > 0, the mapping %:
Hx -* A is not smooth.
Over the complex numbers, we have the converse as well:
Theorem 4. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface/C,
Then the following are equivalent:

with q = dim A > 0.

(i) <p„:Hx -» A is smooth for n»0;
(ii) the Albanese mapping <¡d,—/: X -» A is smooth;
(iii) every nonzero holomorphic l-form co = f*(uA) has no zeros on X (0 ¥" icA E

nQA)y,
(iv) <pn:Hx — A is smooth for all n > 0.
In particular, the conditions of Theorem 4 are satisfied when X = A is an abelian
surface/C. We study abelian surfaces in arbitrary characteristic in Application 3; we
show that <£>„:
Hx -» A is smooth if n is prime to the characteristic (Theorem 5), but
that whenever n = m2 = 0 (modchark),
<pnis not smooth (Theorem 6); indeed, it
has singularities in every fiber.
In Application 4, we formulate and prove a generalization of (4) for curves to the
case of surfaces (Theorem 8). This is then used in (the final) §6 to relate the
differential behavior of <jp„to generalized Weierstrass points on X (Theorem 9), in
analogy with the classical result for curves mentioned above.
I wish to thank Steven Kleiman and Arthur Mattuck for all their help, and Robert
Lax, who suggested the connection between generalized Weierstrass points and
singularities of <pnand inspired the results of Application 4. I also thank the referee.
Conventions. In addition to those established above, we make the following
conventions. (Recall that we work over an algebraically closed ground field k, of
arbitrary characteristic except where noted.) By a k-scheme we mean a separated
scheme of finite type over k; a variety is a reduced /c-scheme. A point of a /¿-scheme
is a /c-rational (or closed) point, unless otherwise stated. If 2¡= \n¡P¡ is a 0-cycle on a
variety Y, the associated point of Y(n) is written (2r!=xnlPl), and if Z is a
0-dimensional closed subscheme of length n on Y, the associated point of Hy is
written [Z]. We use C for a curve, X for a surface, and V for either, in discussions
that apply to both cases. These will always be irreducible and nonsingular, but
projective only when noted.
1. Symmetrized differentials and singularities of tp„. Let V be an irreducible and
nonsingular curve or surface, w a holomorphic 1-form on V, and w¡: V — V the z'th
projection map. The 1-form u" — 2?_ ,«■,*(•«)on V" is invariant under the action of
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the symmetric group, so it induces on V(n) a rational 1-form u(n); using the
morphism ay. Hv -» V(n), we pull back w(n) to obtain the 1-form u[n, (the symmetrization of co) on Hv. A priori we know that w(n) is holomorphic on the locus
V(n)0 = {(Px + ■■■+Pn)\P^
Pj for z ^y}, over which V" - F(n) is etale; thus
w[n] is holomorphic on ayx(V(n)0), since a„ is an isomorphism over V(n)0. (Of
course, when F is a curve, Hv = K(n) and w|n] = w(n).) We will show that uXnXis

holomorphic everywhere on Hv (Proposition 3); in characteristic 0, this is a special
case of [14, Theorem 3 or 11, p. 197]. It will follow that the map to h* u[n] defines an
injection T(Qxy) -* T(üxHn) which is an isomorphism when V is projective (Proposition 4).
We now explain the connection betwen symmetrized differentials and singularities
of the Albanese mapping <py.Hy->A. We first recall the following criterion for
smoothness at a point:
(1) A morphism g: 5 -» W oí nonsingular varieties is smooth at s E S if and only
if the differential map Dg: TSS -» TWWis surjective, where w = g(s) and TSS and
TWWare the tangent spaces to S at s and W at w, respectively [1, VII, 5.5].
This criterion may be applied to <p„since its domain and range are nonsingular
varieties. Let [Z] G Hv — H and a = <p„([Z]) G A. Dualized, (1) says that <pnis
smooth at [Z] if and only if the map (D<pn)*: TA* -* TH*Z] of cotangent spaces is
injective. But a nonzero covector at a determines (and is determined by) a nonzero
global holomorphic 1-form on A by translation; if the pullback of this 1-form to H
has a zero at [Z], it follows that (Dq>n)* is not injective. We conclude:
(2) [Z] G H y is a singularity of <p„ if and only if for some nonzero global
holomorphic 1-form uA on A, the pullback <p*(uA) is zero at [Z].
Therefore, to determine the singularities of <pn(or prove that none exist) we have
to determine the zeros of the differentials <p*(uA) (or prove that none exist). The first
(short) step is to observe that <p*(uA)is a symmetrized differential; in fact,
(3) q>*(uA)— o>[n],where w = f*(<oA) is the pullback of uA to V by the Albanese
mapping/: V -> A.
Proof. It is enough to prove that f*(uA) = w(n) on V(n), or equivalently (separa-

bility of Va -> V(n)), that the pullback of uA by the composite mapping V" -»
V(n) -> A is w" — 2"=1vr*(w). But the latter map is the sum of maps (2"=1/° w,):
V" -» A, and since the pullback of uA by a sum of maps is the sum of the pullbacks
[16, Proposition 17, p. 56], we have that

\*

2/°d / K)= i=i
2«i*(/*(«J)
= «",
i=i
as desired.
Remark.

D
In general, the Albanese mapping/:

V -» A induces an injection/*:

r(S^) - T(SlXy)[17]. If V is complete and the base field is C, then /* is an
isomorphism [18, §9].
The second (long) step is to determine the zeros of symmetrized differentials on
Hy. Efforts to solve this problem have led to Theorems 1 (§3) and 2 (§4), which
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solve the problem "in principle" if not always in practice. Briefly, these theorems
enable us to compute the covector u[nX: TH[ZX -* k induced at [Z] G Hv by the
symmetrized differential w[n]; if this covector is the zero map, the 1-form to, . has a
zero at [Z]. In practice, the computations can be carried out whenever a convenient
basis of THyZXcan be written down.
For example, when F is a curve C, the problem of determining the zeros of
symmetrized differentials can be completely solved:
(4) u(n) is zero at (ïlrj=xnjPj) E C(n) <=>(w) > 1ri=xn(P¡, where (u) is the divisor of

w on C.
This is proved in [10, p. 226] using the theory of symmetric polynomials (Newton's
identities); it is a cornerstone of the proof of the Riemann-Roch theorem for curves
given in the same paper. Theorems 1 and 2 can be applied in case V = C to give an
alternative proof of this result (Application 1, §5).
In case F is a surface, no such complete solution is obtained; we have several
partial results (Applications 2-4 of §5) which yield some information about the
singularities of <p„,as indicated in the Introduction. Our first goal is the formulation
and proof of Theorem 1, which occupies §3; the necessary preliminaries on tangent
bundles are the subject of the next section.
2. Preliminaries on tangent bundles. Let y be a /c-scheme and let /c[e] be the dual
numbers (e2 = 0). If S is any /c-scheme, we write S[e] for S ®k k[e]. Consider the
contravariant functor Yefrom /c-schemes to sets, whose value on the /c-scheme S is

Yt(S) = Hom(S[e],Y),
and whose value on the morphism /': S' -> S is the map

ye(y): Hom(S[e],

Y) - Hom(S'[e],

Y),

given by composition withy ® 1: S'[e] -» 5[e]. If 5 = Spec k, then YE(S) is the set of
tangent vectors on Y.
(5) The functor Ye is representable, and is represented by a /c-scheme TY (the
tangent bundle of Y), which is the vector bundle V(UxY/k) associated to the sheaf of

(Kahler) differentials on Y.

TY is defined and studied in [4, IV, 16.5.12-13] (also [2,pp. 65-72]), though it is
not explicitly pointed out there that TY represents Yc.To see this, we must construct
a natural bijection

(6)

Hom(S[e],y)

= Hom(S,7T)

for any /c-scheme S; by standard arguments, it suffices to do this when Y = Spec B
is affine and when Yeis restricted to the category of affine /c-schemes. In this case, by
definition, TY = V(ily/k) = Spec(SymmB(SlxB/k)), where fiB/A. is the module of
Kahler differentials of B, trivial on k, and Symms(-) is the functor assigning to any
fi-module its symmetric algebra.
If S — SpecR, then a map g: S -» TY has comorphism g*: SymmB(ilxB/k) -» R;
in particular, R becomes a ß-algebra by the map g*: B -* R, which is the composition of g* and the natural map B -* Symmfl(fis/¿) (the comorphism of the projection map p: TY -* Y). By the universal property of the symmetric algebra, g*
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corresponds uniquely to a 5-module homomorphism g*: tlxB,k-» R, which in turn
corresponds uniquely to a derivation Dg,\ B — R, trivial on k, by the universal
property of &xB,k.Using this derivation, one constructs a homomorphism of /c-alge-

bras

B -*R®kk[e]

= R ®eR,

br+g*(b)

+ eD .(b),

which is the comorphism of a map g'\ S[e] -» Y; one checks easily that g h> g' is a
natural bijection, which gives (6) and establishes (5).
With g, g' as above, one sees easily that the following diagram commutes:

(v)

g

S

-*

a

g„ ip

5[e]

,TY

Ay
g

In particular, if S = Spec k and we fix g0 to be the inclusion of the point y E Y, we
see that the fiber p'x(y) is (as expected) the tangent space TYy.
If y = Spec/5 and SlxB/kis free with basis co,,..., to,., then Symms(ßs/A:) is the
polynomial

ring B[ux,...,ur]

= B ®k k[ux,...,«,].

Thus TY = Spec(5[co,,...

,cor])

is the product of Y and a vector space, linear coordinates for which are given by the
to,. Since the sheaf of holomorphic 1-forms on a nonsingular variety is locally free,
the tangent bundle of a nonsingular variety is locally the product of the variety and
a vector space. Moreover,
(8) to give a holomorphic 1-form on a nonsingular variety Y is the same as to give
a holomorphic function on TY which is linear on each fiber TY.
Proof. A holomorphic 1-form on Y determines a linear functional (covector) on
TY for all y E Y; the union (roughly speaking) of these functional gives the desired
function. More precisely, it is enough to consider the case where Y = Spec B and
SlxB/kis free over B with basis co,,... ,ar, so that TY = Spec z5[co,,... ,wr]. Since the
«, give linear coordinates on each fiber TY, the holomorphic functions linear on
each fiber are clearly given by the linear polynomials 2|"=1/3,co,G B[ux,... ,cor], but
these are also exactly the elements of $lxB,k,and (8) follows.
We now consider the case Y = Hv — H, where V is an irreducible and nonsingular curve or surface. (Actually, V could be any quasiprojective /c-scheme.) By using

(5) and the universal property of H, the functor of points of TH can be precisely
described.
Let S be a /c-scheme and g: S -* TH a morphism. We have a commutative
diagram (as in (7))

S
*

S[e]

-'i

TH

go

iP

-^

H

where g and g' are associated by (6). For fixed g0, we write LgQ for the set of all
liftings g (or g') making the diagram commute. By the universal property of H, the
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map g0 corresponds to a closed subscheme W C V XkS = Vs, flat and finite of
degree n over S. Any g' G Lgo corresponds to a first order (embedded) deformation
of Wgo,i.e., a closed subscheme W. E V XkS[s] that is flat over S[e] and satisfies
Wg. X°S[e]5 = Wgo.We now recall:
(9) The set of first order deformations Wg. of W is in natural bijective correspon-

dence with the module

r(^oj4g0>oKA„)).
where 3gois the sheaf of ideals defining Wgo[5, IV, Proposition 5.1].
In case S = Spec/c, a map g0: S -» H corresponds to a O-dimensional closed
subscheme Z of V having length n, and g0 is the inclusion of the point [Z], Then L
is the set of /c[e]-valued points (tangent vectors) of H localized at [Z], so (9) shows
r

(10)

ra[Z]sr(Hom

(í,0„/í))^II

i= i

Hom^jí^O^/íJ,

where 3 is the sheaf of ideals defining Z, and Supp(Z) = {Px,...,Pr} [3, p. 517].
In particular, the tangent in space TH[Z] is a T(V,Ov) module, hence
h E T(V, Oy) defines a linear map on TH[Z] by multiplication. We now show
for a fixed n, the linear maps induced on the TH^ZXfor various [Z] glue together
natural way. Recall that a bundle map TH -» 7// is a morphism that commutes
the projection to H and is linear on each fiber TH[ZX.

any
that
in a
with

Proposition
1. Let V, H, and h be as above. Then there exists a bundle map h:
TH -> TH such that for all [Z] E H, the restriction of h to TH[ZXis the linear map
given (according to (10)) by multiplication by h.

Remark. In this proposition we implicitly assume that V is affine, since if V is
projective, the holomorphic functions on V are constants and the conclusion is
trivial.
Proof. By (5), TH represents the functor Hc, so we may construct n as a
morphism of functors.
Given a /c-scheme S, we define a map

h(S): Hom(S[e], H) - Hom(S[e], H)
as follows: First break up Hom(5[e], H) into the union of sets Lga as g0 ranges over
Hom(S, H). Now (9) shows that Lgo is in natural bijective correspondence with the

Y(V,Oy)-modnle

T(Hom0 (4

Oys/$go)), so that multiplication by h on LgQ is

defined and gives a map Lgg -» Lgo; the union of these maps over all g0 G Hom(5, H)

defines n( S).
To check this gives a map of functors we must verify that for any mapy: 5" -» 5 of
/c-schemes, the induced diagram

Hom(S[e],//)
i
Hom(S'[e],

H)

-»
h(S')

Hom(S[e],

H)

i
Hom(S'[e],

H)
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commutes, where the vertical arrows are defined by composition in the obvious way.
This amounts to checking that for all g0 G Hom(.S, H), the diagram
h

r( H2E0„(*,0.
<V*,.)) -r( «55LoÄ>°vJ*J)
r( Hom0J^.

f,QyyJ.n./))

->r( Horn0J g,n. „QkAJ)

commutes, where the horizontal arrows are multiplication by n and the vertical
arrows are the natural ones (where 5 „ , the ideal defining (W )s, — W „ , equals
<b ®0 Os, since W is flat over Os), but here commutativity is clear. Thus the
bundle map h exists, and (evidently) on TH[Z], h is the linear map given by
multiplication by n as described above, so the proposition is proved. D
3. Statement of proof of Theorem 1. We begin by proving Proposition 2, which is a
preliminary version of Theorem 1, and which plays a key role in the proof of
Proposition 3. Let V be an irreducible and nonsingular curve or surface (so that Hv
is also irreducible and nonsingular), to a holomorphic 1-form on V, and h a
holomorphic function on V. We assume that o)inX, the symmetrization of u, is
holomorphic on Hv = H; by (8), therefore, we may view co[n] as a holomorphic
function io[rl]: TH -> k which is linear on each fiber. Then the composite morphism
h

WM

TH^TH -*k,
where h is the bundle map given by Proposition 1, is also a holomorphic function
linear on each fiber, and so defines another holomorphic 1-form on H, which we
write to[nj ° n.
Proposition

2. With V, h, and to as above, we have that
(*«)[„]

in particular;

= <¿[n] ° h;

(/zco)[n] is holomorphic on Hv.

For the proof of Proposition 2 and elsewhere we need the following
Remarks. Let «,,...,nr
be positive integers whose sum is n, and let Hv' — Hn¡,
Hy — H". Then there is a rational map

(ii)

* = a»,J:V i\n"-H"
i=i

which is defined on the open set U of points ([Z,],... ,[Zr]) which satisfy Supp Z, n
Supp Zj = 0 for i ¥*j, and whose value at such a point is

X([Zx),...,[Zr])

^

EH".
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The map X exists since the family of closed subschemes on U whose member over
([Z,],... ,[Zr]) is U'=1Z, is easily seen to be flat and proper.
Now let Z be a closed subscheme of length n with support {Px,...,Pr}, and having
length n, at P¡. Then Z = Uri=lZ¡, where Z, is supported at P¡; thus X = Xn
n is
defined at ([Z,],... ,[Zr]) G Wi=xHn<,and X([ZX],... ,[Zr\) = [Z]. Let 3 be the sheaf
of ideals in Ov defining Z, and 4, the ideals in the local rings Op defining Z, for
1 < i <r. Then it can be shown that the differential map DX at ([Z,],... ,[Zr]) is
given by the following sequence of isomorphisms (recall (10)):

(12)

A n H»\
\i=l

/(IZ,]....JZ,1)

» © TWft,« é Hom0„(4„O./í,)
r=.l

<=1

»Hoi&oX^Ov/fymTHfa.
It follows that X is étale at ([Z,],.. -,[Zr]), since it is smooth (by (1)) and quasifinite

there.
Proof

of Proposition

2. Since Hv — H" is nonsingular and irreducible, it is

enough to show that (nto)[n] and co(n] ° n are equal on a nonempty open set where
both are holomorphic (for then they are equal as rational 1-forms, and since u[n]° h
is holomorphic everywhere, so too is (nco)[n], and the equality holds everywhere).
We show (hco)[nX = to[n] ° h on the open set oyx(V(n)0), where (hu)[n] is known to

be holomorphic.
Fix a point [Z] G a;x(V(n)0);

then a„([Z]) = (/>, + ••• +Pn), with i> # P7 for
z #/*. Since the quotient map F" -^ F(n) is étale over (Px + • ■• +P„), the rational
map
_]

V -+ V(n)°^H"
is étale at (Px,...,Pn)
and is clearly equal to the rational map X = Xx , (n l's) as
discussed above (11), where we identify V and Hxv. It is therefore enough to prove
that the pullbacks A*((nco)[n]) and X*(co[n] ° h) give the same covector at
(Px,...,Pn)EV.
Clearly we have that X*((nto)[n]) = (nto)" = 2;=1/z,to,, where n, = 77,*(n) and
to, = w*(co). Hence, given a tangent vector v — (vx,...,vn)E
TVi"P¡ p j at © ¡LXTVP,

we see that

X*((nco)[Ml)(f) = 2 h,(Px,. ..,PM(v>
i=i

.•••,"»)

= 2 HPi)u(Vi).
i=i
We must show that X*(u[nX ° h) has the same value on the tangent vector v.
Let us compute:
\*(uM

o h)(v)

= co[n] o h(DX(v))

= o:ln](DX(h'(v)))

= X*(o>[n]){h'(v)) = œ"(h'(v)),
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where u" = 2"=1to, and n' is the linear map on TV"P P ) defined by the equation
DX(h'(v)) = h(DX(v)) (which exists since DX: TV"P P , -» TH"ZXis an isomorphism).
We now compute n'. If i is the sheaf of ideals defining Z = II"=1.P,, then the
sequence of isomorphisms (12) giving DX in the present case is as follows (MP =

maximal ideal at P¡):
n

n

DX: TV(P¡.Pn) s 0 TVP a 0 Hom0p(MP , 0P/MP )
i=i
i=i
^Homop,0y/$)^TH?Z].
With

v = (vx,...,vn)

as above,

note

that

multiplication

by h on DX(v) E

Hom0 0, Oy/i) corresponds to multiplication of each ü, G Flom0p(MP, 0P/MP)
by h, which is the same as multiplication of each u, by the value h(P¡), since
n = h(P¡) mod MP. Consequently, n' is the linear map on TV("P¡ P) given by
v = (vx, ...,vn)»(h(Px)vx,...,h(Pn)vn).

Using this to complete the above calculation, we get
X*(U[n] o h)(v)

= ."(h'(v))

= Íu,(h(Px)vx,...,h(Pn)vn)
1=1
»

i=i

which proves the proposition.
D
Now we drop the assumption that to[n] is holomorphic
Proposition
holomorphic

Proof.

in order to prove it so:

3. Let V be an irreducible and nonsingular curve or surface, and os a
on Hv.

l-form on V. Then o¡^nXis holomorphic

Let [Z]EHV,

and let U=SpecR

be an affine open subset of V

containing the finite set Supp Z. (U exists since V is quasiprojective—every nonsingular curve or surface is quasiprojective [19, vol II.2.6].) Then H^ is open in Hv, and
[Z] G //^; we complete the proof by showing that the restriction w[n]\ H¡} is

holomorphic on Hy.
But clearly
cow|//«

moreover, to | U, being a holomorphic
®xR/k), may be written

= (to|c/)(n];

1-form on U — SpecR (i.e., an element of
r

to | U = 2 hadEa>
a=\

where ga, haE R [15, Proposition 1, p. 159]. Thus
aín]\H¿=

(w| !/)[„] = ( 2 hadga\
,a=\

= 2 (hadga)[nx,
I [n]

a=\
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where we have used the obvious linearity of co h» u[nX to obtain the last equality. It
suffices now to prove that each summand (hadga)[n] is holomorphic; if we knew that
each (dga)yn] were holomorphic, Proposition 2 would apply to yield the desired
conclusion. It remains therefore to prove
(13) if g is a holomorphic function on U, then the symmetrized differential (dg)[n]
is holomorphic on Hy. (Here U need not be affine.)

Proof. First note that on U",

(dg)"= 2 <(dg) = dl i g]
1=1 \

\l=l
V,=

l

/

where g, = tr*(g); since 2"=,g, is symmetric, it determines a holomorphic

function

Sw on K(")> and (ds\n) = d(g(n)). Thus
(*)[»]

= °n*((dg)i„))

= On*(d(g(n)))

= d{on*(gin)))

is holomorphic, since o*(g(n)) is a holomorphic function on Hö; thus (13) holds and
Proposition 3 is proved.
D
Propositions 2 and 3 are summarized in
Theorem
1. Let V be an irreducible and nonsingular curve or surface, h a
holomorphic function on V, and to a holomorphic I-form on V. Then the I-forms tOr„,,
(/zto)[n], and to[n) ° h are holomorphic

on Hv, and

(hu)[n]

= u[n]°h,

where h is the bundle map given by Proposition

Proof.

applies.

1.

Since w[n] is now known to be holomorphic (Proposition 3), Proposition 2

D

Corollary

I. If g and h are holomorphic functions on V, then
(d(gh))[n]

= (dg)[n] o h + (dh)[n] ° g

(which for n = 1 is the Leibniz rule on V — Hi).
Proof. Since d(gh) — hdg + gdh on V, the corollary follows immediately from
the theorem and the linearity of the map coi-> «[(l). D
Corollary

2. If h is the zero map on TH[ZX (H — Hy), then (hu)[n] is zero at

[Z] G H for all holomorphic l-forms co on V.
Remark. The hypothesis on n holds, for example, whenever h E§, where 4 is the

sheaf of ideals defining Z, since (10)
THlz] = r{ Horn0^,Oy/$))
is killed by multiplication by any elements of 4.
Proof. Since (hu)[nX — co[n]° n by the theorem, the corollary is obvious.
D
Corollary 2 suggests one way of finding zeros of symmetrized differentials, which
we exploit in Proposition 6 of Application 2. More generally, Theorem 1 reduces the
problem of computing

the induced covector u,n,: TH[ZX -> k to the case <¿,nX= dg,nX
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is the symmetrization of an exact 1-form on V. Indeed, replacing V by an affine
open subset containing Supp Z, we may write to = Lahadga (as in the proof of
Proposition 3), where ha and ga are holomorphic on V. Then u[n] = (2ahadga)[nX —
^■a(dga)[„] ° ha, so the covector co[n]: TH[ZX -> k can be computed by summing the
ha

(<&,)[„]

covectors THyZX-* TH^ZX -»

k. In the next section, we show how the covector

induced by (dga)inX can be computed
completeness, we prove

explicitly

(Theorem

2). Meanwhile,

for

Proposition
4. Let V be a nonsingular and irreducible curve or surface. Then the
map coi-> C0j„]defines an injection T(ilxy) -» r(ßj/»), which is an isomorphism if V is
project ive.

Proof. Since w[n) is holomorphic by Proposition 3, the map is defined, is clearly
linear, and is injective since
to[n] = 0

on #£ =>w(B) = 0

onF(n)

=»u" = 0 on V
=>co = 0 on K.
It remains to prove, assuming V is projective, that the map is surjective.
Let aH be a holomorphic 1-form on Hv, and let <¿y(n) be the rational 1-form on
V(n) corresponding to uH by the birational map ay. Hv -» V(n). Let av„ be the
pullback of coK(n) to V". In case F is a curve, V(n) = Hv and toK(n) = u>H is
holomorphic on V(n); hence uv* is holomorphic on V. In case Fis a surface, uv„ is
holomorphic off the branch locus of V" -» V(n), which has codimension > 1 for
n > 1; hence tov„ is again holomorphic. In either case, wv. is invariant under the
action of the symmetric group, and since any (global) holomorphic 1-form on a
product of projective varieties is a sum of 1-forms coming from the factors, we see
that Uy„ — 2"=i7t,*(co) for some holomorphic 1-form to on V. Using the separability
of V -» V(n), we conclude that o>V(n)— co(n); it follows that cow = œ[n], which
proves the surjectivity. D

4. The linear determinant and Theorem 2. As above, we let V be an irreducible and
nonsingular curve or surface (although much of this section remains valid when V is
an arbitrary quasiprojective variety). The goal of this section is the proof of Theorem
2, which gives a formula for the covector induced on TH[ZX (H = Hv) by a
symmetrized differential dg[n], where dg is an exact 1-form holomorphic on a
neighborhood of Supp Z E V. This formula can be computed explicitly whenever a
"convenient" basis of TH[Z] can be written down.
The proof of Theorem 2 is essentially a direct computation made possible by an
explicit description (given in [8]) of the morphism ay. Hv -» V(n) as a morphism of
functors (of points). In the proof, we apply this description of an to /c[e]-valued
points (tangent vectors) of Hv.
We now summarize what we need from [8]. Let T be a /c-scheme, and v. T -» Hv a
T-valued point of Hv, which corresponds to a closed subscheme W = Wv C V X T,
flat and finite of degree n over T. In [8, II.2] there is constructed a map
(14)

6w/T:T^WT(n),
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called the canonical section of W/T, whose range is the n-fold symmetric product of

W over T. If W(t) is the fiber of W over t E T, then Bw/T(t) = (2-=In,P,), where
Supp W(t) — [Px,.. ■,Pr) and n, is the length of W(t) at P¡. From v, we obtain a
T-valued point of V(n) by the composite map

(15)

vy. TTwT(n)^(VX

the resulting map uwoB

T)T(n) - V(n);
||
v(n) XkT

of T-valued points is functorial

and corresponds

to the

morphism ay. Hv -» V(n).
What we need to get our hands on is the comorphism

of va, in the case where

V= SpecR and T= Spec A are affine. Then W = Wv = Spec(R ® A)/Iv, where
(i< ® A)/Iv = Mv — M is a finite and flat /I-algebra, locally free of dimension n.
For a 5-module zV, we write zV¿n)Ç <8>BzV
for the i5-module of symmetric tensors.
The comorphism of the map va (15) is then given by the map

(16)

7W/T

v*a:RM ^(R

®kA)<;> -, Mln) ¿ At

where only the last arrow (the comorphism of the canonical section (14)) requires
further explanation: it is the horizontal arrow in the commutative diagram
MAn)

(17)

^

-»

A

^,1(j

(End^M)';'
where the vertical arrow is induced by the natural map M -* End^ M (sending
m E M to the A -linear map given by multiplication by m), and the diagonal arrow is
the linear determinant (Id).
If M is a free module of dimension n over A, the linear determinant is defined as
follows: let (EndAM)An) act on the 1-dimensional A -module A"AM in the obvious
way, so that every element p E (End^ M)An) corresponds to multiplication by a
scalar on A"AM.By definition, this scalar is ld(p).
For example, let X E End^, M. Form the n-fold symmetric tensors
n

À(„)= 2 1 ® • • • ® 1 ® A ® 1 ® • • ■® 1
i=i

(X in z'thplace)

and

\(") = X ® X ® • • • ®X,
and choose a basis w,,...

,m„ for Af over /I. By definition of Id, we see that

2 wi, A w2 A • • • Aa(w,)
i=i

A • • • Am„ = ld(X(n)) ■(nz, A m2 A • • • AmJ,

and

\(w,)

A X(m2) A • • • AA(m„) = ld(X(n)) • (m, A m2 A • • • Am„),
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hence

(18)

ld(\((I)) = trX

and ld(X<">)= det X.

Remaining in the case V= SpecR, T= Spec A, etc., let g be a holomorphic
function on V (g G R), and let g(n) (as in the proof of (13)) denote its symmetrization on V(n). As a symmetric tensor, g(n) = 2"=,1 ® ■■• <8>g® ■• • ® 1 G Rkn) (g in
zth place). Viewing g as an element of R, R ® A, and R ®A/IV = Mv simultaneously, we write g: Mv -» Mv for the /1-linear map given by multiplication by g. If
we assume Mv is free over A, then (16), (17), and (18) combine to prove
(19)

üo*(g(„)) = tr(g:M„-MjG^;

this fact is the heart of the proof of Theorem 2.
We now turn to the statement of Theorem 2. Let V = Spec R, Z = Spec R/I be a
O-dimensional closed subscheme of length n on V, and g be a holomorphic function
on V. The symmetrized differential dg[n] induces a covector on TH[Z], and we write
dg[„](v) for the value this covector has on v E TH^ZX. Our goal is to derive a
formula for dgXnX(v); to this end, we express v as a map v: T= Spec/c[e] -» H'v
localized on [Z]. As above, the map v corresponds to a closed subscheme Wv E V X T
which is flat and finite of degree n over T; thus, WD= Spec((R ® k[s])/Iv), where
(R ® k[E])/Iv = Mv is flat (and therefore free) of dimension n over k[e], and
K ®*[e] k = I. As a convenient notation, given cz + e/3 E /c[e] (a, b E k), we call b
the e-coefficient of a + eb, and write Cf(cz+ e/3) = b. We may now state

Theorem 2. With V, Z, v E THyZX,g, etc., as above, we have that
dgln](v) = CXtr(g:Mv^Mv)),
where g: Mv — Mv is the k[£]-linear

map given by multiplication

by g on Mv.

Before proceeding with the proof, we need the following
Remarks. Let U be a variety and u E U. A tangent vector to U at u is usually
defined to be an element v E DeTk(0,j u, k) » VLomk(Mu/M2, k), and when so
defined, the covector dp is given by the equation

dp(v) = v(p),
for all p E Ov u [2, p. 65]. Furthermore, when v is given as a map v: T = Spec k[e] ->
U, the derivation v: Ov u -> k is recovered from the comorphism v*: Ov u -» /c[e] =

k © e/c by the formula

v(p) = CXv*(p)).
Thus, when a tangent vector is given as a map v: T -* U, we have that
(20)

</p(0) = Ce(v*(p)),

p E 0Uu.

Proof of Theorem 2. As we saw in the proof of (13),
dgln] = <{dgin))

= d(a*(g(n)))
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is an exact holomorphic 1-form on Hv. Thus

dgln](v) = d(o:(g{tt)))(t>)

= C.(f>'(<(*.>»)
= C,(t>*(g(„,))

(by 20)
(since c, = (J/t))

= CE(tr(g:Ml)-Mj)

as desired.

(by (19)),

D

5. Applications of Theorems 1 and 2. We now apply Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain
the results outlined in the Introduction. Before proceeding with the applications, we
need to make some technical preparations. Let V be an irreducible and nonsingular
curve or surface, co a holomorphic 1-form on V, and Z a 0-dimensional closed
subscheme of V of length n, with support {Px,. -.,Pr}; thus Z = Wi-xZj, where Z,
has length n, and is concentrated at Pt.
Proposition

5. The l-form u[n]is zero at [Z] E Hy = H" if and only if each u,„ ,

is zero at [Z,] G H"- = H", for I «£i «Sr.
Proof.

By the remarks that preceded

the proof of Proposition

2, there is a

rational map (11)

a = X„.„,:

p"'-»»,
i=i

defined and étale at ([Z,],... ,[Zr]), with X([Z,],... ,[Zr]) = [Z]. We claim that
r

X*(uln}) = 2 Pr,*{Uln,])>
1=1

where/jr, is the zth projection; the proposition
since X is étale at ([Z,],... ,[Zr]).
To prove the claim, note that the diagram

I] //"'
,=i

follows immediately from the claim,

-

~X°„,i

H"
i an

r

Il V(nt) ,=i

V(n)

commutes (on dom(X)), where a is the map that adds 0-cycles. It is therefore enough
to prove that a*(u(n)) = 2-=,/?/-,*(co(M)) on Hri=tV(nty, briefly, this is true since both
these differentials pull back to co" = 2"= ,w*(u) on V, by the quotient map
V = n,r= XV"<- n,r= ,F(n,) (see [14, Lemma 4]). Thus Proposition 5 is proved. D
Proposition 5 reduces the problem of computing the covector co[nX:THy7] -> k to
the case Z = Spec(0P/I)
is a 0-dimensional closed subscheme of length n concentrated at P E V (H = //£ and O^ = O is the local ring at P). In this case,
TH[Z] = Hom0(/, O/I), by (10); thus a tangent vector v E TH[ZX is given by an
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O-homomorphism o'. I -* O/I. However, v can also be given as a map v: T —
Spec /c[e] -» H localized at [Z]; in order to compute using Theorem 2, we need to
recall how these two descriptions of v are related. The latter corresponds to a closed
subscheme Wv E V X T, etc., which is defined by an ideal /„ E O ®kk[E] — 0[e],
such that Mv — 0[e]/Iv

is free of dimension

n over /c[e], and Iv ®^[e] k = I (nota-

tion as in §4). If a tangent vector at [Z] is given as an O-homomorphism v:
I -» O/I, then the proof of (9) essentially shows that the corresponding ideal
/„ C 0[e] = O © eO is obtained as follows:
/„=

{a + eß\cxEl,ßEv(a)},

where we view t>(a) G O/I as a coset of / in O. Consequently,

(21)

a = -Eß

(modlj,

where a E I and ß E v(a). We use this frequently below when making computations in Mv (such as computing tr(g: Mv -* Mv) as required by Theorem 2).
Application
1. Let C be an irreducible and nonsingular curve. We apply
Theorems 1 and 2 to obtain a proof of (4). We begin with the key computation.
Let P E C, Op = O, the local ring at P, t be a local parameter at P, I - (tn) E O,
and Z = Spec O/I; thus [Z] = (nP) E C(n) = H£. It is easy to give a /c-basis of
TC(n)(nP) — Wom0(I,0/I);
indeed, since {1, t,...,t"~x}
(modi) is a /c-basis of
O/I, the O-homornorphisms determined by t" \-> t' (0 < i'.< n — 1) will do. Hence,
any v E TC(n)(nP) is determined by a unique choice of n scalars a¡ E k, thus:
(22)

v(t")

= (a0 + axt+

We now compute (trdt)(n)(v)

(23)

vr(t")

G O/I.

for 0 < r < n - 1. By Theorem

(trdt\n)(v)

where tr ■v — vr E Hom0(7,

■■■+a„_xt"-x)

= dt(n) o7^(v)

O/I)

= dt(n)(tr

1,

■ v),

is given by

= {a0tr + axtr+x + ■■■ +«„_,_,/-"«)

G (9/7,

obtained by multiplying (22) through by rr. By Theorem 2,
^(„)(^)

= CE(tr(i:Mi;^A/KJ);

to compute the trace, we use the/c[e]-basisof
(Nakayama's lemma). We have that

MD = 0[e]/Iv

given by {1, t,...,?""'}

t ■t¡ - ti+ ' for 0 < Î < n - 2, and
,.,•-!-;-=

-e(aor

+ a,f+1

+ • • ■ +a„_r_1in-'),

where the last equality results from (21) and (23). The trace is -e • an_r_x, which has
e-coefficient -an_r_,; consequently, for t>as in (22),

(24)

(fá)(„¿v)

= dt(tt)(vr) = -*._,_,',

0</-<n-l.

We may now prove (4); in view of Proposition 5, it is sufficient to prove the
following statement:
(25) co(n)is zero at (nP) E C(n) » (co) > nP, where (co) is the divisor of co on C.
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Proof.

We use the notation established above. Locally at P we write co = hdt =

(¿b0 + bxt + ■■■ +bn_xt"~x

+ h„)dt, where h„ E (tn); using the linearity of co t-> u(n)

and Theorem 1 we obtain
■

w(«)= 2 b^t'dt)^)

+ dt(n) o h„ locally at (nP).

i= 0

Now choose v E TC(n\nP) = Hom0(7, O/I)

"i„)(v)=

2 ^(t'dtU^

as in (22). Then

+ dt^oh^v)

1= 0
n-\

= - 2 bi•■a«-i-i + °>
1= 0

where the first term results from (24) and the second term is zero since multiplication by hn E (t") = I kills the tangent space (as in Corollary 2 of Theorem 1).

Therefore,
co^ is zero at (ni5) G C(n)

<=>co(n)(ü) =0

for all t) G TC(n)(nP)

n-\

♦» - 2 b] ' an-i-1 = 0

for all choices of the cz's

i= 0

~b0 = bx = ■■■= bn_x = 0

<=>
n G (í")
<=>(co) > ni5

on C,

which completes the proof. D
We set the stage for our next application by proving that if C is a complete
nonsingular curve of genus g and A is its Albanese ( = Jacobian) variety, then

(26) for n > 2g — 1, the map cp„= /„: C(n) -* A is smooth.
Indeed, by (2), it is enough to show that the pullback tp^co^) has no zeros on
C(n), where co^ is an arbitrary nonzero holomorphic 1-form on A. But by (3),
<P*(cO/<)
= co(n)is the symmetrization of the nonzero 1-form co = /*(co^) on C, and by
(4), u(n) is zero at (2-=1n,P,) G C(n) « (to) > 2;=1n,/J,. But (co) has degree 2g - 2,
so for n s* 2g — 1, co(n)can have no zeros, and (26) follows. D
Application
2. We show that no statement analogous to (26) can hold for the
map cp„: Hx ~* A for surfaces X: in general, <p„will not be smooth for n > 0. More
precisely, we have
Theorem 3. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface for which the Albanese
mapping f: X — A is not smooth. Then for n = r(r + l)/2, r > 0, the mapping cpy
Hx -» A is not smooth.

Remark. The hypothesis holds, for example, whenever dim A s= 3.
The proof of Theorem 3 is based on a calculation requiring only Theorem 1, which
we state as Proposition 6. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface, co a
holomorphic 1-form on X, and x, y local parameters at P E X. Note that MP has
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colength r(r + l)/2 in the local ring Op (since the classes (mod Mrp) of
1, x, y, x2,...,xr~x,
xr~2y,...,yr~x
form a basis of 0P/MP over the ground field
k), and let Zr — Spec 0P/MP, a 0-dimensional closed subscheme of length r(r + l)/2
concentrated at P.
Proposition

n = r(r+

6. i/co is zero at P E X, then u[nX is zero at [Zr] E Hxfor

all r > 0,

l)/2.

Proof. Since co is zero at P, we may write co = hx dx + h2 dy locally at P, with
hx, h2 E M By Theorem 1
"[«1 = dxln] ° Ä, + dy[n] o h\

in a neighborhood of [Zr] G //£; it therefore suffices to prove that n, and h2 are
each the zero map on TH[Z , = Hom0 (MP, Op/Mp), which follows from the

Lemma. For any h E MP and r > 0, multiplication by h on Hom0 (MP, Op/Mp) is
the zero map.

Proof. In effect, we must prove that the image of any v E Hom0 (MP, Op/Mp)
lies in M/T '/MP, or equivalently, that

HomjA/;,

Mi-VA/;)

= Wom0p(MrP,0P/MrP).

Since the LHS is a subspace of the RHS, it suffices to prove that dim^(LHS) = 2n,

which is the dimension of the RHS.
To do this, note that MP has r + 1 generators

s0 = xr, sx = xr~xy,..

.,sr = yr,

which give a /c-basis of MP/MP+X, and likewise MP~X/MP has a /c-basis of r
elements

given

by /0 = xr~x,

tx=

xr~2y,...,tr_x=

yr~x;

moreover,

r(r + 1) =

w(r(r + l)/2) = 2n. One checks easily that given any choice of 2n scalars cz, G k
(0 *s z < r, 0 <y < r — 1), we get a well-defined Op-linear map v: MP -* MP~ [/MP

by setting ü(í,) ==2y=¿cz,y/y,0 < i < r. Thus dim^(LHS) = 2n, which proves the
lemma and the proposition.
D
Proof of Theorem 3. By hypothesis, /: X -> A is not smooth, say at the point
P E X; by (2) applied to/= <p,, this means that for some nonzero 1-form uA on A,
the pullback/*^)
= co has a zero at P. Let Zr — Spec Op/Mp as above. Then (2),
(3), and Proposition 6 combine to prove that
(27) [Zr] E Hx is a singularity of <p„,where n — r(r + l)/2, r > 0.
Letting r — 1,2,3,...,
we obtain the desired conclusion.
D
Remark. It is shown in [6, Theorem 3] that for n » 0, all the fibers of tp„ have the
minimal dimension 2n — q. It follows that <pnis flat for n » 0, since any dominating
map from a Cohen-Macaulay (in particular, nonsingular) variety to a nonsingular
variety is flat wherever the fibers have the minimal dimension [1, V, 3.5]. Since the
singularities of a flat map are singular points of their (scheme-theoretic) fibers
[1, VII, 1.8], we see that the singularities of <p„for n » 0 (for example, those given by
(27)) are singular points of their fibers.
According to Theorem 3
(28) <p„: Hx -> A is smooth for n » 0 => the Albanese mapping /: X -> A is
smooth, where X is an irreducible and nonsingular surface.
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Our next goal is to prove the converse of (28) holds if the base field is k = C
(Theorem 4). In characteristic/) > 0, the converse is false; a counterexample will be
given in Application 3 below. For the proof of Theorem 4 we will need
Proposition
7. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface in characteristic 0,
co czholomorphic 1-form on X, and Z a 0-dimensional closed subscheme of length n on
X. If o>[„]is zero at [Z] E Hx, then co is zero on Supp Z E X.

Proof. In view of Proposition 5, we may assume that Supp Z = {P} C X.
We use the theory of induced differentials developed in [11 and 14]. Given any
map d: S -> X(n) having domain a nonsingular variety, the symmetrized differential
io(n) induces a holomorphic differential denoted c/*(to(n)) on S (which is defined even
if the image of S lies in the singular locus of X(n)). The induced differential behaves
functorially. If d is dominating, then the induced differential is just the usual
pullback of co(n)as a rational differential.

Consider the diagonal map d = dy X ^ X(n) given by d(Q) = (nQ) for all
Q E X; by factoring d through X" in the obvious way and using the functorial
behavior of the induced differential,

we see that ci*(co(n)) = n • co on X.

Now consider the diagram

-J*x

L

*** io„

;,-

X--^X(n)
a

where the dashed arrow has yet to be defined. If there exists a dashed arrow L
defined in a neighborhood of P, which maps P to [Z] and renders the diagram
commutative (where defined), we can conclude that
nco = </*0(n))

= L*a*(w(n))

= L*(<o[n])

holds near P. But by hypothesis u[nX is zero at [Z], hence its pullback n • co is zero at
the preimage of [Z], which is P. Since the characteristic is 0, it follows that co is zero

at P, as desired.
To complete the proof, therefore, it suffices to construct a lifting L: U -> H as
described above, defined on a neighborhood U of P E X. By the universal property
of H, L will correspond to a family of subschemes of X, flat and finite of length n
over U, such that the subscheme over Q E U is supported only at Q (to ensure
commutativity of the diagram), and such that the subscheme lying over P is Z.
First consider the case X = A2 = Spec k[x, y] is the affine plane, P = (0,0), and
Z is defined by the ideal I — (gx(x, y),... ,gr(x, y)) E k[x, y]. Consider the closed
subscheme W C A2 X A2 defined by the ideal
r = (S\(*i

- x2, y\ - y2),...,gr(xx

- x2,yx

-y2)),

where (xx, yx; x2, y2) is a coordinate system on A2 X A2. Map W to A2 by the
second projection; we claim that in this way W is a flat and finite family of
subschemes of length n over A2.
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Note that the fiber of pr2: W -* A2 over (a, ß) is the closed subscheme W(a, ß) of
the first factor A2defined by the ideal

W)=

(sÁ*\ ~a'y\

- ß),---,Sr(xi - a, yx - ß));

since this is the pullback of 7 = i(00) by an isomorphism (translation) of A2, we see
that W(a_S) is supported at (a, ß) and has length n there. This proves that the
support of W is the diagonal of A2 X A2, hence pr2: W -> A2 is finite, and since the
length of W(aß) is always n, pr2: W -» A2 is flat as well, by [13, Proposition 8, p. 44].
Finally, since W(00)= Z, the lifting L: A2 -» 77^2exists as required in this case.
In the general case, since X is nonsingular, there exists a rational map ß: X -» A2
which carries T5to (0,0) and is étale in some neighborhood U of 7\ Let Z' be the
closed subscheme of length n supported at (0,0) G A2 that corresponds to Z under
the local analytic isomorphism 0A2 (0 0) -» Ox P. Form the closed subscheme W E A2

X A2 as above, starting with Z' at (0,0), and let W* be the pullback:
ißxß)*

H/*_^.\y

n

0

U X U->A2

ßxß

V

X A2

The support of W* is the pullback of the diagonal in A2 X A2; since (ß X /?)*:
Supp W* -» Supp W is étale, we have that Supp W* is nonsingular, and therefore is
the disjoint union of its connected (irreducible) components, one of which is the
diagonal of U X U. Moreover, W* has no embedded components, since it is étale
over W and W has no embedded components (being flat over A2). Thus W* is the
disjoint union of its minimal primary components, each of which is étale over W.
Let WL be the primary component of W* supported on the diagonal of U X U,
and map WL to U by the second projection. As above it follows that pry. WL -» U is
finite. To see pry. WL -> U is flat, we must check that the fibers all have the same
length n, but this follows since these fibers are étale over the corresponding fibers of

pry. W -» A2, all of which have length n. Finally, by construction, the fiber of WL
over P is Z, so the lifting L exists as required in the general case, and the proposition
is proved. D
Theorem 4. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface/C,
Then the following are equivalent:

with q — dim A > 0.

(i) <p„:Hx -* A is smooth for n » 0;
(ii) the Albanese mapping <p, = /: X -* A is smooth;
(iii) every nonzero holomorphic l-form co =/*(co/)) has no zeros on X (0 ¥= coAE

r(Qi));
(iv) <p„:Hx -* A is smooth for all n > 0.

Proof, (i) =»(ii). This is (28).
(ii) <=>
(iii). This follows from (2) applied to <p,= /: X — A.
(iii) =>(iv). Suppose (iii) holds, and that for some n, <py Hx -> A has a singularity
at [Z]. Then, by (2), qp^co^) is zero at [Z] for some nonzero holomorphic 1-form co^
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on A, and by (3), <p*(oJA)= u[n], where co = f*(uA). Proposition 7 implies that a is
zero on Supp Z, but (iii) says that oocan have no zeros, contradiction.

(iv) -» (i). Clear.

D

Remark. If Ais complete, then (as remarked in §1)/*: F(ilA) -» T(S2^) will be an
isomorphism. Then (iii) reads: every nonzero holomorphic 1-form co on A has no
zeros on X.
The class of surfaces satisfying the conditions of the theorem is quite restricted:
Proposition
8. Let X be a complete nonsingular surface/C with irregularity q > 0,
satisfying the conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 4. 77zen either X is an abelian surface or X
has the invariants q- 1, pg = 0.

Remark. Clearly every abelian surface/C will satisfy the conditions of the
theorem. Examples of surfaces satisfying (i)-(iv) in the latter class include X = P1 X
E, where E is an elliptic curve, and X = E(2) (use (4) to show (iii) holds for £(2)).
Proof. (I am endebted to the referee for this argument.) By (ii), /: X -» A is
smooth, therefore 0 < q < 2. If q = 2, then X is an étale cover of an abelian surface,
and consequently is itself an abelian surface [12, p. 167]. If q — 1, then a nowhere
zero 1-form coon A gives an exact sequence

0

-*

Ox
y

->

Qxx
y

Kx

^

0

to

n

i->

to A n

of sheaves on X. From the long exact cohomology sequence, duality, and Hodge

theory, one finds hxx = 2 — 2pg > 0 =>pg — 0. D
Application 3. Theorem 4 implies that <p„:77^ -» A is smooth for all n > 0 if A is
an abelian surface/C. In this application we study <pnfor abelian surfaces defined
over algebraically closed fields k of any characteristic. We give an easy proof that <pn
is smooth for n prime to the characteristic, and find a counterexample to smoothness

for all n.
Theorem 5. Let A be an abelian surface. If char/c = p\n,
HA -> A is smooth.

then the map (py

Proof. Let [Z] EHnA= H and let %([Z]) = a E A; by (1), we must prove that
the differential map Dyy TH[Z] -» TAa is surjective. To do this, we first observe that
A acts on HA in a natural way: translation by b E A on HA carries [Z] to [Zh],

where [Zh] is defined by pullback as shown:
Zh->Z

f |_I

A
c->c
(For details concerning
+ • ■• +an)

E A(n),

f
>A
— Z>

this action, see [6, Part 2].) In particular,

then

an([Zh]) = ((cz, +/>)+••■

+(cz„ + b)) ((cz,. + b) is the

sum in A); consequently
<Pn([Zh])=<pn([Z])+nb

if an([Z]) = (cz,

= a + nb.
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Consider now the following commutative diagrams of maps and associated differential maps

HÄ
T/*

A
b
where e E A is
[Z]). Since the
hypothesis), we
But this forces

theorem.

TH

[Z]

i<P„

(->

TJt/

A
a + nb

TA,

j, D<p„

-

TA„

the identity and t is the map b i-> [Zb] (whose image is the orbit of
isogeny of multiplication by n on A is étale whenever p\n (our
have that the horizontal arrow in the right-hand digram is surjective.
the vertical arrow Dq>n to be surjective as well, which proves the

D

Let char k —p > 0. We will show that for any (irregular) irreducible and nonsingular surface X and any n = m2 = 0 (mod p), the map <py Hx -» A has singularities
(Theorem 6). To produce these singularities, we need the next proposition, whose
proof is an explicit computation based on Theorems 1 and 2.
Let 0P — O be the local ring of P E X, x, y local parameters at P, I = (xm, ym)
E O, where p\m, and Z = Spec 0/7. The colength of 7 is n = m2, as may be seen
by counting the monomials x'yJ (0 < i, j< m — I), who residues (mod 7) form a
/c-basis of 0/7. The point [Z] G Hx = 77 has a remarkable property, given by
Proposition

9. The symmetrization co[n]of any holomorphic l-form co on X is zero

at [Z] = [Spec 0P/(xm,

ym)\, where n = m2 = 0 (mod p).

Proof. Since to = n, dx + h2 dy locally at P, its symmetrization co[n] is equal to
dX[„] ° «\ + dy[n] ° h2 near [Z] by Theorem 1, so it suffices to prove that dx[n] and
dy[n] are zero at P; by symmetry, it is enough to do this for dx[n]. We will use

Theorem 2 to show explicitly that dx[n](v) = 0 for all v E TH[Z].
We first note that a basis of TH[Z] — Hom0(7, 0/7)
phisms

determined

by xm\-+xr'ys'

and ym \-> xr2ySl

is given by the O-homomor(0 <ir,, jr„ r2, s2 < m — 1)

(count dimensions); hence, any v E TH[Z] is uniquely specified by a choice of 2n
scalars ar s, br s E k, thus (2 over 0 < r, s *s m — 1):

.(x")^vyeo//,
'2^)

I

v(y

m\

V i.

r s r- r> ii

) = L°r,sxy^o/i.

By Theorem 2, dxynX(v) = Ce(tr(x: M0 -» Mv)); to compute the trace, we use the
/c[E]-basis {x'yJ \Q < i, j < m — 1} (mod 7^) of Mv — 0[e]/7„ (Nakayama's lemma

again). We have that
x ■ (x'yJ) = x'+ y
which contributes

for 0 < i < m - 2, 0 <y < m - 1,

nothing to the trace, and

x. (»--y)

= x-yJ = ^Jv'/)

-yJ = -e(2«,^'>'+y).

where the next-to-last equality results from (21) and (29). Whenever s +y s* m, we
have thaty^
= -E(2¿r-,J^''>í') ■yI+>"m (again by (21) and (29)); since e2 = 0, the
terms where s + j > m drop out of the sum. From the remaining terms, we get a
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to the trace when xm~xyJ — xrys+J (=> r = m — 1 and s = 0), and this

contribution is -Eczm_, 0. Since we get this contribution m times (0 <y < m — 1), the
trace equals -niEczm_10, which has £-coefficient -mam_xo. But this is zero, since we
have assumed that p \ m, so the proposition is proved. D
Theorem 6. Let X be any irreducible and nonsingular irregular surface defined over
an algebraically closed field k of characteristic p > 0. Then for any n — m2 = 0
(mod p), the mapping <py Hx -» A has singularities.

Proof. Let P be any point of X, and let Z = SpecOP/(xm, ym) as above. Then
(2), (3), and Proposition 9 imply immediately that
(30) [Z] = [Spec 0P/(xm, ym)\ is a singularity of the mapping tpy Hx -* A, where
n = m2 = 0 (mod p), whence the theorem.
D
Specializing to the case of an abelian surface X = A, we conclude that <py HA -» A
is not smooth for n as in the theorem; this gives the counterexample to smoothness
of <pnfor all n promised above. It also gives a counterexample to the converse of (28)
in characteristicp: the Albanese mapping/: A -» A is smooth, but <p„is not smooth
for n»0.
But there is more to say. We first note that every fiber of tp„ has
singularities of the type given by (30): given a E A, choose c E A such that ne = a
(divisibility of A), and form the subscheme Z = Spec Oc/(xm, ym) as above; then [Z]
is a singularity of <pnlying over <p„([Z]) = nc = a. This exemplifies the well-known
failure of Sard's theorem in char/; (every a E A is a "critical value" of (¡p„).
Furthermore, since the fibers of cpn all have the minimal dimension 2n — q
[6, Theorem 4], our earlier argument (remark following proof of Theorem 3) shows
that the singularities of <p„are singular points of their fibers. By contrast, it is proved

in [6,Theorem 6,Corollary

1] that if p\n,

then the fibers of <py HA —A are

nonsingular varieties (this follows from Theorem 5) which desingularize the corresponding fibers of fy A(n) -» A; the case where p \ n is not settled by the method
used there. We now see that this desingularization fails if p \ n.
Application
4. Our goal here is to formulate and prove a natural generalization
of (4) for curves to the case of surfaces which appears as Theorem 8 below. We first
rephrase (25), the local version of (4), in the language of jets.
Let y be a nonsingular variety of dimension y, and QyiVthe Oy ^-module of germs
of holomorphic 1-forms at y E Y. We say that two holomorphic 1-forms co, and co2
on y have the same m-jet at y <=»the germ of co, — co2G M™+x ■QlY . In other
words,

if we write co, = hxx dxx + ■■■ +hx rdxr and co2 = h2x dxx + ■■■ +h2 rdxr

using the local parameters xx,...,xraty,
then the power series expansions of n,, and
n2, agree to order nz for 1 < z < r. In this language, we see that (25) is equivalent to
the following statement:
(31) co(n)is zero at (nP) E C(n) <=>the (n — l)-jet of co is zero at P E C, where C
is an irreducible and nonsingular curve and cois a holomorphic 1-form on C.
We seek to generalize (31) to surfaces; the first step is another explicit computation using Theorems 1 and 2, which we state as Proposition 10. Let X be an
irreducible and nonsingular surface, 0P= O the local ring at P E X, x, y local
parameters at P, I — (x", y) E O, and Z= Spec 0/7;
thus Z has length n
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({1, x,.. .,x" '} (mod 7) is a basis of 0/7) and is concentrated at P. Let co = hxdx
+ h2dy be a holomorphic 1-form on X. Expand n, and n2 in power series

(2i —-2o«i/t,/)'

Proposition
10. 77ze symmetrized differential to[n] « zero ai [Z] G 77£ <=>600 =
610 = ••• = bn_x0 = 0andn ■c00 = 0 (=» c00 = 0 z/char/c =/?tn).

Proof.

We first note that a basis of TH[Z] = Hom0(7, 0/7)

is given by the

O-homomorphisms
determined by x" h> x' and y h->xJ, where 0 «s z, y < n — 1
(count dimensions); hence, any element v E TH[ZXis uniquely specified by a choice
of 2n scalars ar, ßr E k, thus:
t
n\
v(x")
-

V

/-> 11
y arxr r r-E O/I,
-n

(32)

;-°
*>(y)=

2 ßrxrEO/i.
r= 0

We now compute oo[n](v) in terms of the a's, ß's, b's, and c's; by requiring that the
result be zero for all choices of the a's and ß's (all v E TH[Z]), we will obtain the
conditions stated in the proposition.

By Theorem 1,
«[„](»)

= dxln] o hx(v) + dy[n] ° h\(v)

= dxln]{{^bklxky')

= dx[n]

-v) + dy[n](C2cklxky')

2 bkf)xk ' v J + dy[n]

■v)

2 ckßxk ■v

where the terms having x-degree 3= n or ^-degree > 1 have dropped out since
x" =y = 0 (mod 7). Let vx = (2,"k= x0bk0xk) ■v and v2 — (2"kZoCkßxk) • v; using
(32) and multiplying out, we see that t>, and v2 are given as O-homomorphisms by

».(*") = 2 ( 2_ **,o«r)-x'go/i,
5=0

r+k=s

1

«>iG0
= 2 ( 2 a*.oA)-x' Eo/i
(33)
v£x")=

2 (

2

ckfía\xsEO/I,

s = 0 V r + kA:= s5

1

f2(^)=

2 ( 2
5=0

ckfiß\x*EO/i

r+k=s

We now compute dx[nX(vx) and t7y[n](t;2).
^•x[«](t'i)- % Theorem 2, tix[n](t;,) = Ce(tr(x: Mv¡ -» A/^ )); to compute the trace,
we use the /c[£]-basis {*' | 0 =£ i < n — 1} (mod Iv¡) of M = 0[e]/7 . We have that

* • jc'= x'+1

for0<z'<n-2,
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which contributes nothing to the trace, and
x.xn~x

=x"

= -e\»('V(
X I

bkna\
X-Í,
2X bkfiar)-x°),

\ s = 0 Kr + k = s

'

I

where the last equality results from (21) and (33). The sole contribution to the trace
comes from the last expression when s — n — 1, and this contribution has e-coeffidxln](vx) = -

2

bk,Oar-

r+k=n-\

dy[n](v2). By Theorem

2, dy[n](v2) = Ce(tx(y: MVi * Mv/)); we use the /c[e]-basis

{x* 10 < i < n — 1} (mod 7U2)to compute the trace.
Before beginning, we remark that

y=-Á"l(

2 ckfißr)x'\

\ s = 0 Vr + * = 5

by (21) and (33). For each i,0<i<n

yx<±J

{modlj

/

— 1, we have that

V(

\s = 0\

2 ckßßr)-xi+°)

+ k= s

'

I

the terms for which i + s 3= n drop out of this sum since x" = -e (expression in x),
and e2 = 0. Among the remaining terms, we get a contribution to the trace whenever
x' — x'+s (^ s — 0), and this contribution is -ec00/30. Since we get this contribution
n times (0 < z «£ n — 1), the trace is equal to -n G c(0 0)/30,which has E-coefficient
<ty,.](»2)

= -nco,oßo-

Adding these results, we see that
uln)(v)

= - (

2

bk.o<Xr) - «cOio/30;

this expression is zero for all v E TH,Z,
» the expression is zero for all choices of the <xrand ß0
» the coefficients are all zero: bk 0 = 0 for 0 < k < n — 1 and n • c00 = 0,
which proves the proposition.
D
To generalize (31) to surfaces X, it is not enough to consider the behavior of a
symmetrized differential at a single point [Z] E Hx lying over (nP) E X(n); we
must rather consider its behavior on the locus ayx((nP)) of all the points [Z] lying
over (nP). We recall the following (remarkable) fact concerning this locus:
(34) ayx((nP)) is irreducible (Briançon) and of dimension n — 1 [7, Chapter 5, and

Theorem 2.13].
As in Proposition 10, let x, y be local parameters at P E X, and to = hxdx + h2dy
be a holomorphic
(2 = 20<s,,,):

1-form on X, where n, and n2 have the power series expansions
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Let Ia ,...,„_ = (x", y — ax ■x- • ■■-a„_, ■xn~x), an ideal of colength n in Op for
each choice of the scalars a,, and let Za¡^
_ = Spec 0P/Ia
a . The locus G
(for "generic type") of all the points [Za
a ] has dimension n — 1; consequently,
(35) G is an open dense subset of ayx((nP)).
We may now prove
Theorem

7. The symmetrized differential co[n] is zero at every point of an x((nP)) C

Hx~

btj - Cij = 0 for 0 < i + j < n - 2,
^n-1,0

(36)

~ 0,

6B_2>,+ c_Ijft = 0,
¿„-3,2

+ Cn-2.\

~ °-

:

*0,»-l

+ Cl,«-2

-0.

c0,«-1 =0-

Proof. By (35), it is enough to prove: co[n] is zero on G» the conditions (36)
hold. To do this, we first find the conditions imposed on the coefficients b¡,, c¡ .
when co^nXis required to be zero at a particular point [Z„
^ _ ] G G (these are
polynomial relations in the b's, c's, and a's). We then show that requiring these
relations to hold for all choices of the a's is equivalent to imposing the conditions
(36) on co.
For the first step, fix a point [Za
a ] E G, and make the change of coordinates
x = x,

y'=y-axx-otn_xx"~x.

Rewriting coin x, y' coordinates, we get

co = hx dx + h2 dy

= hxdx + h2idy' +

hx+h2i

2 ta,xl'x

2 ta,x'-x \ dx

\\dx

+ h2dy';

expressing/!, and n2 as power series in x andy', this becomes (2 = So*/,,)
n-\

(37)

co =

2o,,,-*''/+ 2«y,
z=l

/

dx

+ 2 C,,;*'(/ + 2 «,*') \dy'.
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Let ßk be the coefficient of xk in the power series multiplying dx in (37). Since the
ideal of Z
a in x, y' coordinates is (x", y') E 0P, Proposition 10 implies that
(38) co[n] is zero at [Za¡ ^ J « ß0 = ßx = ■■■ = /?„_, = 0 and n • c00 = 0;
although not made explicit, these are the polynomial relations we had in mind.
We now show by induction on k that requiring ßk (0 < k < n — 1) to be zero for
all choices of ax,...,an_x
is equivalent to the conditions (36). First note that the
" pure x " part of the dx-coeificient in (37) is given by

2 U"2v)+
o«i,y

2 cux'l"z<xtx<)-(V,«,*'-1

\f=i

/

\o*i,y

\t=i
n-l

/
\J

= 2 x'\ la,x'\
0<z,y

\ z=i

/

\ r=i
I

/ n-l

■\btJ + ctA 2tatx'
/

\

\ z=i

after factoring. By the multinomial theorem, this becomes
2

(

J

\a^...a^{xu+sl+2S2+---+ir.-ns„-l)

5,+•■■+5„_,=y\íi'---'í"-i/

/

In-

\/=i

//

For a given choice of i and y in the above sum, we call i + j the weight of the
associated terms. It is then clear that ßk, the coefficient of xk in (39), can only
involve terms of weight < k. This, together with our induction hypotheses, will
simplify the computations.
Step k — 0. By inspection of (39), we see that
ßo = "o,o ~*~a\ ' co,o>

this equals zero for all choices of ax <=»bQ0 = c00 = 0, which are the conditions of

weight 0 in (36).
Induction Step. Suppose that we have shown that ß0 = ßx = ■■■ = ßk-X =0
(0 < k < n), for all choices of the a's, is equivalent to the conditions

b, , = c,,,.= 0 tór:Ó<i'+j<k-Í,
bk-\,o = 0.

(40)

&*_2,i+ c4_i¿ = 0,
"k-3,2 "1"c*-2,l

= 0,

*0.*-l

-0,

+ C,4_,

c0,t-i =0To complete the proof, we will show that if we assume ß0 — ßx = ••• = i3fc_, =0
for all choices of the a's (<=>(40)), then assuming in addition that ßk = 0 for all a's
is equivalent to the conditions having the same pattern as (40) with k in place of
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k — 1. Since ßk depends only on the terms of weight < k, and since b, j = c, y = 0
for i + j < k — 2 by our assumption, only terms of weight k or k — 1 will appear in

ßk. With this in mind, we read from (39) that

(41)

I

At=i+j2= k

5,+

Sx,. . ■,Sn^x

•■■ +5„-,=y

i' + s,+252+

■■• +(n—\)s„~x

«Í1 •••<-i(¿><J

+ «lCi,y)

= k

j

+ 2
i+j—k-1

\

2
S|+

•••

í+5,+252+

sx,. ..,sn_

+5„_,=y

«i1 • - • <"-i(Kj+

aicu)

••• +(n-l)5„_|=/fc

/

+ 1

2

i+j = k-\

5,+

i + j, + 252+

•■•

aî'---a„»_-i(2a2c,y)
fl>- • •>Sn-

+5„_|=y

/

•■• +(n-l)5„_,=*-I

By considering each summation in (41) separately (e.g., in the first sum, the
conditions i + j — k, sx + ■■■ +i„_| —j, and i + s{ + 2s2 + ■■■ +(n — l)sn_x =
k =»s, =j,s2— ■■■— í„_ , = 0), we see that the above sum equals

2 (aj\y + «i+,c,J+
¿+y=A

2

(yar^+V«^,,)

i+j = k- 1
7*1

+

2

2aía2e,.y.

i+j = k-\

Regrouping this sum according to the various monomials in the a's, we obtain
it

(42)

ßk = bkß + 2 4{h-j,j

+ Ck-j+i,j-i) + «f+l • co.k

7=1
A-2

+ 2 (U + \)bk-j-2^x

+ (y + 2)ck-j-Uj)

■<*{■a2

7=0
+ (k+

l)c0tk-xak-xa2,

where the last term is zero by (40). Since the distinct monomials in the a's are
algebraically independent, requiring ßk to be zero for all choices of the a's is
equivalent to requiring that the coefficients of the monomials all vanish, i.e.,

bkfi = 0,
y*-l,l

+ c*,o = 0,

¿>*-2,2 + ^-l,l

Kk+.c\.k-i

=0,

= °>

Co,* = 0,
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which are the conditions of weight k we desired, and (at weight k — 1),

(;'+i)V,-2,y+,

+ (; + 2K_y-1,y = o

for 0 =Sy«s /c - 2. But from (40) we see that
"k-j-2J+\

+ Ck-j-\,j

~ "

for 0 <y < k — 2, requiring these equations to hold simultaneously
bk l2,z+i = ck-j-\,j = 0 for 0 *£y =£ /c — 2, since the determinant

7+1
1

7+ 2
1

forces

1 ^0

(in all characteristics). In view of (40), we now have that b,,, = c¡: ■= 0 for 0 < z + y
< k — 1, as well as the desired conditions of weight k, so the induction step is
complete and the theorem is proved. D
Remark. Since the expression (42) for ßk only involves a, and a2, we see a
posteriori that a3,... ,a„„, are superfluous for the proof. Put another way, we have
that co[n] is zero on all of ayx((nP))

<=>co[nXis zero at every point [Z0 a 0

0] «=>the

conditions (36) hold.
The generalization of (31) to surfaces which we have been seeking is given by the

Theorem 8. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular surface and let co be a
holomorphic l-form on X. If the (n — l)-jet of to is zero at P E X, then oo[nXis zero at
every point of ayx((nP)) E Hx. Moreover, if we assume in addition that co is closed at
P and that char(/c) —p\n, then the converse holds as well.

Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from Theorem 7:
the (n — l)-jet of cois zero at P =>conditions (36) hold
=*oo[n]is zero on ayx((nP)).

(Alternative
Proof. Suppose that the (n — l)-jet of co = hx dx + h2 dy is zero at
PGA. Then hx, h2 E MP, and since Af^ C 7 for all ideals 7 of colength n in 0P
[7, Lemma 1.1], we have that hx and n2 are each the zero map on TH[Z] for all
[Z] G ayx((nP)). The assertion now follows immediately from Corollary 2 of Theorem 1.)
We now prove the second assertion. In view of Theorem 7, we must prove that
under the additional hypotheses given above, the conditions (36) imply the conditions btJ — c¡ ■= 0 for 0 =£ i + j < n — 1 (which say that the (n — l)-jet of co at P is
zero). Since u>is closed (dhx/ay = dh2/dx), the b's and c's of weight n — 1 satisfy
the relations

(y + l)Z>n-,-2,7+1- (n -y - lH-j-i,j

= 0

for 0 *£/ *£ n — 2; confronting these with the weight n — 1 relations

K~j-2,j+\ + C ■_, . = o
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for 0 <j < n — 2, from (36), we conclude that b„.~2j+i = cn-j-\,j = 0 for 0 <j
< n — 2 (which proves what we want), since the determinant

+ 1
1
(since we have assumed that p \ n).

-(n-y-1)
1

n^O

□

6. Connection with generalized Weierstrass points. As noted in the Introduction, a
Weierstrass point of a complete nonsingular curve C is a point P E C for which the
point (gP) is a singularity of the Jacobian mapping/g: C(g) -* J (i.e. gP is a special
divisor), where g is the genus of C. To bring this paper to a close, we show that (for
one definition of generalized Weierstrass points) a similar interpretation is possible
for the generalized Weierstrass points on a surface X, in terms of singularities of the
Albanese mapping <¡>yHX->A. Here we assume that X is an irreducible and
nonsingular projective surface/C. The following definition of the Weierstrass points
on X (which generalizes the classical definition for curves) is a special case of a
general definition given in [9], which applies to varieties of any dimension and any
bundles on those varieties. Let J¡T(ÜXX)denote the 0^,-module of m-jets of holomor-

phic 1-forms at P E X.
Definition. P E X is a Weierstrass point of order m (for the cotangent bundle
Qxx) <=>the natural map

ffiTiQhl-.JfiQx)
(which takes a global 1-form to its nz-jet at P) is not of maximal rank.
In other words, P is a Weierstrass point of order m if more than the "expected
number" of independent holomorphic 1-forms on X have zero m-jets at P. More

precisely, if we let Kp" E T(Q,XX)
be the kernel of j™, then
(43) P E X is a Weierstrass point of order m »
dimA(A:™) > max{c7 - (m + l)(m + 2),0},
where q = dimk(T(£lxx)) = dim A is the irregularity of X, and (as is easily checked)
(m + l)(m + 2) = dimk(Jpm(nxx)).
Since X is projective/C, every global 1-form on X is closed, and (as previously
noted) the Albanese mapping /: X -* A induces by pullback an isomorphism /* :
T(QXA)-* T(ttxx) [18, §9]. Hence, by Theorem 8,
(44) co G Tí™ «• to[m+n is zero at every point [Z] G a-x+x((m + l)P) E Hx'+X.
But, for nonzero co, the zeros of to[m+1] are singularities of <pm+x,so (replacing m + 1
by n) (44) suggests a theorem relating singularities of <py Hx -» A and Weierstrass
points of order n — 1 on X; it is now simply a matter of stating this theorem
precisely.
To do this, let 0 ^ co G T(üxx), and let co^ G T(ÜXA)be such that oo= f*(uA).
Suppose that oo[n](— (p*(ooA),by (3)) is zero at every point [Z] G ayx((nP)) for some
PGA, and let a E A be the image of ayx((nP)) under tpn. Then, for each [Z] G

%\(nP)),
D%(TH[z])EkerooAETAa,
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where by ker ooAwe mean the kernel of the covector induced by ooAata. Therefore,

(

U

D<p„(THlZ])\ckau>ACTAa,

Mz]ea„-'((nP))

'

where ( ) denotes linear span. Hence, the hypothesis that co[n]is zero everywhere on
ayx((nP)) implies not merely that each [Z] G ayx((nP)) is a singularity of <p„,but
something stronger—namely, that the images of all the tangent spaces TH[Z] lie in
the same proper subspace of codimension 1 in TAa. It is now easy to check that
(45) the codimension p. of (U[ZXea-,((nP))D(pn(TH[ZX)) in TAa is equal to the
dimension of the subspace of all co G Tífi^) for which co[nXiszero everywhere on
an~x((nP)).

We can now state
Theorem 9. Let X be an irreducible and nonsingular projective surface of irregularity
q > 0/C. 77zen P E X is a Weierstrass point of order n — 1 »

ii>max{c7-n(n

+ 1),0},

where jti is as in (45).
Proof. By (43), P is Weierstrass of order n — 1 <=>

din^A-;-')

> max{c7 - n(n + 1),0},

but by (44) and (45), dim^TC;- ') = ft; the theorem follows. D
Example. Let C be a complete nonsingular curve of genus 2 and let A be its
Jacobian. Let P be a Weierstrass point on C, which means that a basis to,, co2 of
r(í2{--) may be chosen such that ordP(to,) = 0, ord^(to2) = 2. According to the
definition above, P is therefore a generalized Weierstrass point of order 1 on C, since
jxP: r(ß-) -> Jp(Qxc) is not of maximal rank. (P is not a generalized Weierstrass
point of any other order on C.)
Now consider the direct product X = C X C, a surface of irregularity four. A
basis of r(S2^) is obtained by pulling back the 1-forms to, and oo2by each of the two
projection maps. Using this basis, one easily checks that (P, P) E C X C is a
generalized Weierstrass point of order 1 (and no other order) on X.
Finally, consider the symmetric product X' — C(2), a surface of irregularity two.
As is well known, the Jacobian map X' — C(2) -* A represents X' as the blow-up of
A at a point a E A ; the exceptional locus L represents the unique g2 carried by C,
which is the canonical system. The points Q of L (one of which is (2T5)) are
generalized Weierstrass points of order 0 on X', which, since dim r(i2^.) =
dim Jq(Qxx,) = 2, is a fancy way of saying that each point of L is a zero of some
global 1-form on X'. (This last follows from (2), since C(2) -» A is not smooth at any
point of L. Theorem 9 is trivially verified in this case.) Using the basis of T(Q,XX,)
given by the symmetrizations of co, and co2, and the analysis of symmetrized
differentials given in [10], it can be shown that (2P) is not a generalized Weierstrass
point of any higher order on X'. Further analysis of the generalized Weierstrass
points on C(2) or C(n) for curves of higher genus should be possible using [10], but
that is beyond the scope of this (now concluded) paper.
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